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Recent measurements [1,2] of autoionization electrons pro-

duced in slow, highly charged ion-atom collisions are reviewed.

rMechanisms for double electron capture into equivalent and non-

equivalent configurations are analyzed by comparing the probabi-

lities for the creation of L1L23X Coster Kronig electrons and

L-Auger electrons. It is shown that the production of the Cos-

ter-Kronig electrons is due to electron correlation effects whose

analysis leads beyond the independent-particle model. The impor-

tance of correlation effects on different capture mechanisms is

discussed.

1. Introduction

Currently, there is considerable interest in studying electron correla-

tion effects in atomic systems. These effects are produced by the electron

correlation interaction [3] which is due to the difference of the total

Hamiltonian of the system and the model (i.e. the Hartree-Fock) Hamiltonian

evaluated within the frame work of the independent particle model. In the

past, extensive work has been performed studying electron correlation pheno-

mena, e.g. configuration interaction, in separated atoms. More recently

attention has been focused on correlations which occur during a collision



The^e dre various methods to observe electron correlation effects in

ion-atom collisions. One method is to compare experimental results for an

electron in a given system with -.alcu1 at ions based on the independent par-

ticle model. This method involves certain problems as it relies on both ex-

perimental and theoretical values whose accuracies are often not known. In

particular, the theoretical results may involve model assumptions other than

those of the Hartee-Fock method, since Hartree-Pock calculations for the di-

atomic collision system are generally tedious.

A more direct method of exploring correlation effects is to study two-el-

ectron processes in comparison with the corresponding one-electron proces-

ses. In the independent particle approach the probability for a two-electron

process is essentially equal to the product of the probabilities for the cor-

responding one-electron processes. Thus, correlation processes can be veri-

fied experimentally by observing deviations from results obtained by means of

the factorized probability. In particular, correlation effects can be direct-

ly verified when the probability for a two-electron process is observed to be

large compared to the product the corresponding one-electron probabilities.

The prominent example for a two-electron process produced by electron

correlation which has predominantly been observed in separated atomss is the

Auger-effect. (The typical Auger width for light atoms is equal to 10~2 a.u.

which provides an order-of-magnitude estimate for the strength of the elec-

tron correlation interaction.) Hence, it fs not surprising that correlation

processes which occur during the collision are similar to the Auger process.

For instance, the resonant transfer-excitation process, studied in detail re-

cently [5,6], is to be regardedtas an inverse Auger process. At low collision

energies, which are of specific interest here, the transfer excitation pro-

cess ceases to be 'resonant1; however, it may still be caused by electron

correlation effects. [7] Recently, it has been shown by Roncin et al. [8]

that the correlated transfer excitation process is important in low-energy

Ne7+ + He collisions.

The two-electron process which is of primary interest here is double

electron capture. In this article a direct method to exhibit correlation ef-

fects on double electron capture in slow, highly-charged ion-atom collisions

is presented. Primarily, results from Refs. 1 and 2 are reviewed.



11. Correlated Double Electron Capture

Correlated double capture mechanisms have been discussed for high colli-

sion energies by Anderson et al. [9] and Datz et al. [10]. For low incident

energies Crandall et al. [11] showed that double electron capture in an im-

portant process in C*4"1" + He collisions. The experimental data have been found

to agree v/ell with theoretical results evaluated by means of electron corre-

lation effects by Kimura and Olson [12] and by Grozdanov and Janev [13]. On

the other hand, Niehaus [14] found recently various experimental data for

double electron capture in agreement with theoretical results evaluated from

an extension of the classical overbarrier model [15] which does not take ex-

plicitly electron correlation effects into account. It appears that the re-

sults are not yet conclusive in showing the significance of correlation ef-

fects in double capture processes

The previous work [11,14] deals with double electron capture processes

where the electrons are transferred essentially into the same shell and,

hence, configurations of equivalent (or near equivalent) electrons are pro-

duced. It is emphasized that the occupation of equivalent electron configu-

rations can arise either from uncorrelated (sequential) electron transfers or

from a correlated (simultaneous) two-electron transfer. However, the situa-

tion is different for xonequivalent electron configurations in which one el-

ectron configuration occupies a"lower lying orbital and the second one occu-

pies a Rydberg state. In this case the uncorreiated two-electron transfer is

likely to play a minor role since the single-electron transfer process popu-

lates selectively only a few (intermediate) states. This selectivity is the

outstanding feature of single-electron capture in slow collisions [15].

Hence, the production of the nonequiyalent electron configurations is expec-

ted to result predominantly from correlated double electron capture [1]. In

the following we focus our attention on the analysis of the nonequivalent

electron configurations including higher lying Rydberg states.

The principles of our method are illustrated in Fig. 1 which shows the

orbital energies for the 0 6 + + He system. In the incident channel two elec-

trons occupy the He Is orbital whose energy decreases strongly as the inter-

nuclear distance decreases. At about 5 a.u. the uncorrelated double capture

may occur by mean of two sequential single-electron transitions. As the col-
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lision partners continue to approach each other, resonance conditions are

created for the correlated double capture process where one electron is

transferred to the 2p state and a second electron is tranferred into a

Rydberg state.

Winter et al. [16] pointed out. another mechanisms which can produce non-

equivalent electron configurations. This mechanism shown in Fig. 2 involves a

single-electron transfer at about 5 a.u. followed by a correlated trans-

fer-excitation process. At present there is not sufficient experimental and

theoretical information available to favour one or the other of the processes

shown in Figs. 1 and 2. In any case it is noted that they are rather simi-

lar. In particular, the two processes have in common that they are produced

by electron-correlation effects.

The correlation processes whsch occur during the collision may be further

examined using the potential curve diagrams given in Fig. 3, The diagrams in-

dicate crossings between states which differ by one spin orbtial (circles)

and by two spin orbitals (squares). The have been denoted as diabetic I and

dfabatic II, respectivly, by Brenot et aT. [17]. At the first crossing, tran-

sitions are caused by one-electron interaction such as radial coupling where-

as a transition of the second type requires a two-electron interaction such

as electron correlation (assuming orthogonal states).

It is important to note that the occurrence of the resonant condition in

Fig. 1 corresponds to a crossing in the corresponding potential curve diagram

(Fig. 3a). The system (0 + H e ) 6 + involves an infinite number of such cros-

sings between the entrance channel 0 6 + + He(ls2) and exothermic exit channels

leading to the nonequivalent electron configuration Is22pn£ in O*4"1". It is no-

ted that the latter channels with n > 6 are located in the cross-hatched area

shown in Fig. 3a.

The double capture process indicated in Fig. 2 corresponds to the single-
electron transitions into the state represented by the dashed curve attribu-
ted as.yffltotica!ly to 05+(3d) + He+(ls) (Fig. 3). It is followed by the corre-
lated transfer-excitation transition into the states represented by the
Is 2pni, curves in the cross-hatched area. It is seen from Fig. 3a that all
these transitions takes place in a rather narrow region of internuclear dis-
tances near 4 to 5 a.u.



To show that correlation effects are important for the population of cer-

tain configurations during the collision, one has to make sure that correla-

tion effects do not produce these configurations after the collision. There,

a nonequivalent electron configuration could in principle be populated by

electron correlation interaction with the corresponding equivalent electron

configuration. It is recalled that the strength of the electron"correlation

interaction [3] is of the order of 10" 2 a.u. Hence, to create considerable

configuration mixing it is required that the energy seperation of the confi-

gurations involved is close to this value. However, in 0l*+ the energy diffe-
2 2

rences between the Is 2pnJt and Is 3X3V configurations are about 0.5 a.u.

(Fig. 3a) so that the configuration interaction is expected to be small in

this case.

On the other hand, coupling to the continuum configurations is important

since they are degenerate with the bound state configurations considered

here. Thus, after the collisions the doubly excited projectiles decay by au-

toionization, ejecting an electron. Froro figs. 1 and 2 it is seen that the

equivalent electron configurations Is Sin*9 g^ves rise to L-Auger electrons

whereas the nonequivalent electron configurations Is22pnl result in Coster-

Kronig electrons. Hence, the different double capture processes can be ana-

lyzed by means of high resolution electron spectroscopy. Auger electron

measurements for slow, highly ionized collision systems have first been

performed by Bordenave-Montesquieu et al. [19]. Similar experiments have

recently been made by Gleizes et al. [20], Mack et al, [21], Stolterfoht et

al. [1], Meyer at al. [2], and Mann [22].

III. Experimental Results and Discussion

In our work [1,2] we measured electron spectra with high resolution using

the method of zero-degree Auger spectroscopy [6,18]. This method has the ad-

vantage that kinematic broadening effects are unimportant. Fig. 4 shows the

electron spectra for the 0 6 + + He system covering Coster-Kronig and L-Auger

electrons. The L-Auger electrons are due to the configurations 1S 23JUU' which

are likely to be produced by uncorrelated electron transfers. However, as

pointed out above, these equivalent electron configurations may also be cre-

ated by correlated two-electron transitions [12,13]. In particular,, close



inspection of Fig. 3a indicates that in the population of is 2inl' with n > 4

correlation effects are expected to play a significant role. Further work is

suggested to study correlation effects on the formation of the near equiva-

lent electron configurations.

It is recalled that the Coster Kronig electrons provide a direct measure

for the significance of the correlation effects. In Fig. 5 the Coster-Kronig

lines are shown in greater detail. For the 0**+ ion it is noted that autoioni-

zation of the Is22pn* states becomes energetically allowed for n > 6. The

oxygen impact data show that the population of the noneqin'valent configura-

tions Is22pn* are significant for the whole Rydberg series (Fig. 5).

On the contrary for C4** impact the Coster-Kronig lines are seen to be

weak. This can be understood in terms of the potential diagram in Fig. 3c.

From the cross hatched area it is seen that the ls22pnX. channels are endo-

thermic and, thus, do not lead to crossings with the incident channel C1** +

He(ls2). However, intense Coster-Kronig lines are expected and observed for

the C*** + H2 system where, because of the reduced target ionization poten-

tial, crossings leading to the configurations Is22pn£ are present. The ex-

perimental results for the Coster-Kronig and L-Auger electrons are shown in

Fig. 6. It is seen that the Coster-Kronig electrons from the system Ck+ + H2

contribute a significant fraction to the total intensity.

From the observed electron yields, absolute cross sections for* electron

emission were evaluated. Referring back to the system O65" + He (Fig. 4) the

values 1.3 10~ i 6 cm2 and 2.2 10~ 1 6 cm2 were determined for the production of

L2L23X Coster Kronig electrons and L-Auger electrons, respectively [23].

These results refer to the projectile frame of reference where the electrons

emission is assumed to be isotropic. Hence we obtain the cross section

fraction of 40 % for the Coster Kronig electrons. This significant fraction

has led us to the conclusion that correlations effects are important for

double electron capture in slow, highly charged ion-atom collisions [1].

The. fraction of 40 % has been confirmed for the system 120-keV 0 6 + + He

measured by Mann [22] at CP observation angle as in our work [1,2]. However,

Mack and Niehaus [24] and Bordenave-Montesquieu et al. [25] have measured the

electrons at 50° and 150°, respectively, and have obtained a cross section
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fraction for the Coster Kronig electrons of about 10 %. We would not expect

that experimental effects are fully responsible for the observed discrepan-

cies.

Hence, the possibility of anisostropies in the emission of the electrons

must be considered. For the L-Auger electrons Bordenave-Montesquieu et al.

[26] found within an angular range of 1CP to 16CP rather weak anisotropies in

the electron emission from low-energy collisions of N 6 + and N on He. How-

ever, the angular distribution of the Coster Kronig electrons may be quite

different. The Coster Kronig transitions under study here involve exclusively

final S states such that the ful! angular momentum of the Intermediate state

is carried to the continuum. Also with respect to the observed discrepancies

in the relative intensities of the Coster Kronig electrons it would be useful

to include the observation angle of 0° in the angular distribution

measurements.

From the experimental data available at present it is concluded that for

the cross section fraction for the Coster Kronig electrons lies probably bet-

ween 10 % and 40 % corresponding to absolute cross sections of

0.3 • 10"16 cm2 to 1.3 • 1O~1S cm2. These values refer to the whole !$22pni.

Rydberg series with n > 6. The cross sections have to be devided by a factor

of 5 when only the first (observable) member of the series 1s considered,

I.e. Is22p6x.

To see if the experimental values can be predicted theoretically, an

order-of-magnitude estimate of the cross section a for correlated double

capture was performed by means of the Landau-Zener formula [27]. For small

transition probabilities one obtains the approximate relation:

2 H12

V F

where Rc is the crossing radius, H,2 is the coupling matrix elemen-, v is

the collision velocity and F is the derivative of the energy difference of

the diabatic potential curves involved (Fig. 3). With the reasonable choice

of H12 = 10~2 a.u, one obtains 6 • 10"18 cm2 for the population of the
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] s 2 2 p 6 l configuration, fh is va'ue lies near the lower limit of the experimen-

tal resulti noted above.

Results similar to those for 0 5 + + He are found for the systems N 5 + +

He, N5* + H2, and c"*+ + H2 for which significant Coster Kronig lines have

been observed [1,2,24,25]. This shows that correlation effects contribute

considerably to the double capture process in various low-energy collision

systems. It is difficult, however, to generalize the role of correlation

effects for other collision systans. Roncirt et al. [28] found only weak

correlation effects for the impact of various ions with charge state q > 7.

This finding is consistent with our study [2] of 0 7 + + He which shows a fac-

tor of about J smaller cross section fraction for the Coster Kronig electrons

than for 0 6 + + He.

In conclusion, it is found that the charge state of the projectile as

well as the ionization potential of target atom has significant influence on

the production of the Coster Kronig electrons. It appears that the role of

correlation effects in double capture processes depends critically on the

collision system. Future work is needed to allow conclusions about the syste-

matics of the correlation effects in slow, highly charged ion-atom colli-

sions. In particular, theoretical work is needed to fully verify the proposed

correlation processes.
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6 +Fig. I Diagram of orbi tal energies for the systems 0b + He. The electron

binding energies in 0 + are obtained from the Rydberg formula Bn =

Q2/2n*2 where Q is the charge of the atomic core seen by the ftyd-

berg electron and the principal quantum number n involves an ap-

propriate quantum defect. The diagram shows the uncorrelated two-el-

ectron capture in the n - 3 shell at about 5 a.u. and the correlated

two-electron capture populating the Is22pnl configuration. From

Ref. 1

f i g . 2 Diagram of orbital energies for the systen 06 + + He as in f ig . 1. The

diagram indicates, apart from the uncorrelated two-electron capture

into the n = 3 shell, a single-electron capture followed by a corre-

lated transfer-excitation process populating the ls22pnA configura-

tion.

Fig. 3 Potential curve diagrams for the systems 0 6* + Ke, N5+ + He, and C*4*

+ He, The diagram is based on calculations performed similarly as for

Fig. 1.

Fig. 4 Spectrum of L1L23X Coster Kronig electron and L-Auger electrons

for the 60-keV O6* •§• He collisions. The relative cross sections and

the energy scale refer to the projectile frame of reference. The

Coster Kronig electrons and L Auger electrons are obtained with and

without preacceleration (see Ref. 1), respectively.

Fig. 5 Spectra of L^L^X Coster Kronig electrons produced in 60-keV 0 +

+ He and 4O-keV Cu+ + He c o l l i s i o n s . The r e l a t i v e cross sect ions and

the energy scale refer to the projectile frame of the reference. From

Ref. :

Fig. 6 Spectrum of Lil^X-Coster Kronig electron and L-Auger electrons

for the 40-keV C1*4* lie collisions. The relative cross sections and

the energy scale to the projectile frame of reference. The whole

spectrum is obtained in one run using the preacceleration method

described in Ref. 1.
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